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[1] We use the methodology presented in a companion paper to calculate the temporal
and spatial precipitation signatures of energetic radiation-belt electrons due to pitch-angle
scattering by magnetospherically reflecting (MR) whistler waves generated by
lightning discharges at geomagnetic source latitudes of ls = 25�, 35�, 45�, and 55�. We
show precipitated energy and number fluxes, as well as average precipitated energy
as a function of time and L-shell for all four ls cases, and then extrapolate the results of the
ls = 35� case in longitude to produce a time-sequence of geographic ‘hot spots’ which are
affected by the MR whistler induced electron precipitation. We then discuss the total
precipitation in both hemispheres due to the various ls cases. Our major findings are
that the precipitation region moves to higher L-shells as a function of time, on short
(0.1 sec, at the start of the event) and long (10 sec) timescales, corresponding to the first
hop of the wave, and the MR portion of the whistler wave, respectively. There is also
structure within the long-timescale precipitation on the order of �1 sec, reflecting the
periodic MR of the underlying whistler wave. As ls increases, an additional precipitated
flux signature which is more incoherent and discontinuous, begins to form at higher
L-shells and later times, due to MR whistler wave reflections from the plasmapause. At
lower L-shells, a pronounced maximum occurs in the number flux of �1 keV electrons at
L � 2–3 due to the Landau resonance. The geographic hot spot affected by the
precipitation can split into two separate regions per hemisphere, and occur simultaneously
in both hemispheres so that up to four distinct precipitation hot spots can occur on the
Earth at any instant, driven by a single lightning discharge. We also discuss potential
sources of error, and comparison to related modeling efforts, and to observations using a
either satellite-borne instruments or ground-based techniques.
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1. Introduction

[2] A number of recent observations [Johnson et al.,
1999; Blake et al., 2001; Clilverd et al., 2002; Peter and
Inan, 2004] have indicated that obliquely propagating
whistlers can scatter energetic electrons from large regions
of the plasmasphere and thereby potentially act as an
important loss mechanism for the radiation-belts.
[3] Previous work has focused on either modeling the

obliquely propagating whistler with its subsequent magne-
tospheric reflections [Lyons and Thorne, 1970; Edgar, 1972,
1976; Shklyar and Jiricek, 2000; Lundin and Krafft, 2001;
Bortnik et al., 2003b; Shklyar et al., 2004] or on the electron
precipitation driven by lightning-generated obliquely-

propagating whistler waves [Bell, 1984; Jasna et al., 1992;
Abel and Thorne, 1998a, 1998b; Ristic’-Djurovic’ et al.,
1998; Johnson et al., 1999; Lauben et al., 1999, 2001; Blake
et al., 2001; Bortnik et al., 2002a, 2002b; Clilverd et al.,
2002] who considered either the first hop of the whistler,
only the magnetospherically reflected (MR) portion of the
wave, or the equilibrium flux of energetic particles but not
the complete process.
[4] In a companion paper [Bortnik et al., 2006], referred

to as paper 1 from here on, we presented a new methodol-
ogy to compute the detailed temporal behavior of the
differential flux of precipitating radiation belt electrons
driven by an MR whistler produced by a single cloud to
ground lightning discharge, accounting for the complete
temporal development of the precipitation from the point of
injection of the wave to the point at which the wave energy
is damped to negligible levels.
[5] The sequence of events and methodology presented in

paper 1 can be briefly summarized as follows: a lightning
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discharge radiates ELF and VLF electromagnetic waves into
the Earth-ionosphere waveguide which propagate away
from the source and illuminate a large region of the bottom-
side ionosphere [Crary, 1961]. A portion of the radiation
incident on the bottomside ionosphere leaks through to the
topside ionosphere, being damped along the way, and
coupling into the whistler mode of propagation [Helliwell,
1965, p. 71]. The whistler wave then propagates away from
the Earth in the nonducted mode, its propagation direction
being controlled by the gradients in the magnetic field B0

and electron number density n0 [Edgar, 1972]. These
gradients also cause the wave to be reflected at certain
points, leading to so-called magnetospheric reflections.
The process of propagation and reflection can occur
several times before the MR whistler is absorbed by
suprathermal electrons through Landau damping. An
example of an MR whistler observed aboard the POLAR
satellite is given in Figure 1 showing multiple reflections
of the wave packet.
[6] We used the methodology of Bortnik et al. [2003b] to

calculate the detailed frequency-time ( f � t) spectra of MR
whistlers at 1� latitude intervals along a particular field line,
including the effects of spatial and temporal dispersion, as
well as Landau damping. We thus simulate the wave
structure as a function of frequency and time, experienced
by mirroring energetic electrons moving along the field line.
[7] By treating the pitch-angle scattering of energetic

electrons in each latitude bin as being uncorrelated to that
produced in any other latitude bin, we simulate the total
pitch-angle change experienced by the electrons (and hence
the precipitated flux) due to multiple harmonic resonant
interactions with the full frequency spectrum, as well as
multiple magnetospherically reflected components of the
whistler wave. Complete details of our methodology are
given in paper 1.
[8] In this paper, we use the methodology of paper 1 to

simulate the global precipitation signature (i.e., precipitation
occurring on a range of L-shells covering the entire inner
magnetosphere) due to lightning discharges at four repre-
sentative source latitudes, ls = 25�, 35�, 45�, and 55�. We
examine the energy and number fluxes as well as average
precipitated energy as a function of L-shell and time in
section 2, and then extrapolate the signature of ls = 35� in

longitude to produce a temporal sequence of geographic
precipitation hot spots which we present and discuss in
section 3. These are integrated in longitude and the total
precipitation is presented in section 4. We compare our
work to related studies and discuss potential sources of error
in section 5, before concluding (section 6).

2. Global View of Precipitated Flux

[9] In this section, we present the signatures of radiation-
belt electrons precipitated from the inner magnetosphere
into the topside ionosphere (�100 km) due to MR whistler
waves, which we obtain by computing the precipitation
flux induced on L-shells ranging from L = 1.3 to L = 5.5 in
0.1L intervals as described in paper 1. In the series of
Figures 2–5 we plot the precipitated energy flux in panels
(a) and (d) calculated in the same manner as described in
paper 1, section 3.2, the precipitated number flux in
panels (b) and (e), and the average precipitated energy
hEi = F(L, t)/N(L, t) in panels (c) and (f) calculated by
dividing the results of panel (a) by (b), and (d) by (e). The
left and right columns correspond respectively to the
precipitation flux in the northern and southern hemispheres,
and the series of Figures 2–5 correspond to source
lightning discharge latitudes ls = 25�, 35�, 45�, and 55�,
respectively. In each of the panels the trapped energetic
electron flux model AE8 MAX is used together with a
sinusoidal loss-cone distribution, to represent the quiet-
time equilibrium state of the radiation belts.

2.1. Comparison of All Ls Locations

[10] In comparing the precipitation signatures of the four
lightning source latitudes: ls = 25�, 35�, 45�, and 55�
shown in Figures 2–5, respectively, certain common fea-
tures are readily apparent.
[11] 1. In all cases, the precipitation region moves to

higher L-shells with time, on short (0.1 sec, occurring
primarily at the beginning of the event) and long (10 sec)
timescales.
[12] 2. There is structure within the large-scale precipita-

tion region on the order of �1 sec.
[13] 3. The separation between the location of the caus-

ative lightning discharge [indicated as a red arrow in panel

Figure 1. MR whistler observed aboard the POLAR satellite in the 8 sec interval starting at 0016:24 UT
on May 5, 1996, showing 8 distinct components.
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(a) of all figures] and initial precipitation swath decreases as
a function of ls.
[14] 4. There is a pronounced energy flux [panels (a) and

(d)] and number flux [panels (b) and (e)] precipitation
minimum at the location of the slot region (L � 2.8) in
all cases.
[15] 5. The average energy of precipitated electrons

[panels (c) and (f)] tends to decrease as a function of ls.
[16] 6. Qualitatively we note that as ls increases, the

appearance of the precipitated flux signature progresses
from smoothly-striated and continuous (e.g., Figure 2b) to

more abruptly varying, and discontinuous (e.g., Figure 5b,
at higher L-shells and later times.)
[17] We provide some explanation to account for these

observations below, but defer discussion of individual
figures to the following subsections which deal with each
of the specific events in turn.
[18] The fact that the precipitation region moves to higher

L-shells on short timescales (�0.1 sec) has been discussed
by Lauben et al. [2001], and is caused by a single traversal
of the MR whistler wave packet across the geomagnetic
equator. During the propagation of the wave towards the

Figure 2. A global view of precipitated flux for ls = 25�, (a) energy flux >30 eV, (b) electron number
flux, (c) average energy of precipitated electrons, all in northern hemisphere, and (d), (e), (f) as
Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c, but in the southern hemisphere. The red arrow in Figure 2a indicates the
location of the lightning strike.
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equator, the wave front spreads over a range of L-shells
(related to the fact that the wave was injected into the
plasmasphere over a range of latitudes), with the portion of
the wave at low L-shells traversing the field line faster
(because the field line is shorter), and thus gets to the
magnetic equator (where the most efficient wave-particle
interaction takes place) before the portion of the wave at
higher L-shell. After the wave-particle interaction near the
equator, particles at higher L-shells also take longer to reach
the ionosphere (again, due to the field lines being longer)
than particles scattered at low L-shells. The result is that the
particle precipitation region moves rapidly from lower to
higher L-shells.
[19] As the MR whistler wave packet continues to mag-

netospherically reflect and bounce multiple times between

hemispheres, the bulk of the wave energy also moves to
higher L-shells over long timescales (�10 sec), so most of
the particle scattering, and hence the precipitation region
drifts to higher L-shells. This effect has been discussed by
Bortnik et al. [2003a] and results from the fact that each
wave frequency has a preferred L-shell where it eventually
settles after many magnetospheric reflections – lower
frequencies settle at higher L-shells, and higher frequencies
settle at lower L-shells. Simultaneously, higher frequencies
are damped more rapidly than lower frequencies, so that
viewed as a function of time, the wave components that
remain at observable power levels are found at lower and
lower frequencies, and tend to settle at higher L-shells.
Since the MR whistler has to undergo many ‘hops’ for the
various frequency components to settle at their preferred

Figure 3. A global view of precipitated flux for ls = 35�, shown in the same format as Figure 2.
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L-shells, the motion of the entire wave packet occurs over
the course of several seconds.
[20] The latter effect of poleward motion of the precip-

itation region in the ionosphere over short and long
timescales, is likely the best discriminant between precip-
itation that is driven by the first hop of the wave, as
opposed to the MR part of the wave. Recently, the first
observation has been reported (U. S. Inan et al., Subiono-
spheric VLF evidence of energetic electron precipitation
induced by magnetospherically reflected (MR) whistlers,
submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research, 2005)
(hereinafter referred to as Inan et al., submitted manu-
script, 2005) of a slow, poleward moving ionospheric
perturbation displaced from the causative lightning dis-
charge by a few seconds which is believed to be the first

experimental verification of the above calculations. Direct
quantitative comparison of our model and the above
observation shows excellent agreement.
[21] Leading on from the above discussion of the mech-

anism driving the slow, poleward moving precipitation
region, we note that we expect some structure in the
precipitation as a function of time, commensurate with the
multiple equatorial traversals of the MR whistler wave
packet as it migrates to higher L-shells. This type of
periodicity is indeed observed, with timescales of �1 sec,
e.g., Figures 2a and 2d or Figures 2c and 2f.
[22] Beginning with the first precipitated energy flux

pulse, we see that for ls = 25� this pulse starts at L ’ 1.5
and quickly rises in time to L ’ 2.5. For ls = 35�, the
pulse moves from L � 2 ! 2.8. For ls = 45�, the range

Figure 4. A global view of precipitated flux for ls = 45�, shown in the same format as Figure 2.
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is L � 2.6 ! 3.4, and for ls = 55�, it is L � 2.8 ! 3.5.
In all cases the L-shell extent of the first pulse increases
with increasing source latitude, but the latitudinal separa-
tion between the lightning discharge and the location of
the precipitation pulse becomes narrower because the
whistler ray paths do not move out as far in L-shell for
higher latitude lightning strokes, and also due to the
decreasing latitudinal separation on the Earth’s surface
at higher L-shells [Lauben et al., 2001]. We indicate the
L-shell of each lightning strike in panel (a) of each of the
Figures 2–5, and summarize the latitudinal separation
between the lightning discharge and first precipitation pulse
(Dl) in Table 1. As shown in the table, Dl decreases with
ls such at ls = 55�, the precipitation begins directly above
the lightning discharge location.

[23] The pronounced minimum in energy and number
fluxes at L � 2.8 (e.g., Figures 3a and 3b), results from the
natural depletion in trapped fluxes in that vicinity (i.e., the
slot region) which is fully accounted for in the AE8 trapped
flux model that we use (e.g., paper 1, Figure 12). Exper-
imental observation of such a minimum in the precipitation

Figure 5. A global view of precipitated flux for ls = 55�, shown in the same format as Figure 2.

Table 1. Approximate Latitudinal Separation Between the Light-

ning Discharge and First Precipitation Pulse From Figures 2–5

ls Ls Lprecip lprecip Dl

25� 1.22 1.5–2.5 35.26�–50.77� 10.26�
35� 1.49 2.0–2.8 45.0�–53.30� 10.0�
45� 2.0 2.6–3.4 51.67�–57.16� 6.67�
55� 3.04 2.8–3.5 53.30�–57.69� �1.7�
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fluxes together with a poleward motion of the precipitation
region could act as an important confirmation of the MR
whistler scattering mechanism.
[24] The tendency of the average energy [panels (c) and

(f)] to decrease with ls and character of each of the
precipitation signature is discussed below in conjunction
with each of the figures.

2.2. Ls = 25� Event

[25] The behavior of the ls = 25� case shown in Figure 2
exhibits a number of interesting features; namely, the peak
precipitated energy flux in Figures 2a and 2d is roughly an
order of magnitude lower in intensity compared to that of
the ls = 35� case, yet the average energy of precipitated
electrons shown in panels (c) and (f) is almost an order of
magnitude higher. These two effects result from the fact that
at this low injection latitude, the frequency of the injected
wave components generally remains below the equatorial
lower-hybrid-resonance (LHR) frequency during their
propagation, and the wave moves relatively slowly to higher
L-shells as shown in Figure 1 of Bortnik et al. [2003a]. In
addition, the wave normal angle of these waves quickly
becomes very oblique, but the refractive index value m does
not tend to infinity because the refractive index surface is
closed for f < fLHR, resulting in low values of kz and
subsequent high values of resonant electron parallel veloc-
ities vz and resonant energies, as given by the resonance
condition [e.g., paper 1, equation (2)]. Since trapped electron
fluxes decrease rapidly with energy (paper 1, Figure 11), the
overall precipitated energy flux shown in panels (a) and (b) is
relatively low compared to precipitation from higher ls.
[26] The whistler wave itself does not become quasi-

electrostatic as would be generally expected in the case of
extremely oblique whistler waves, in fact, at q = 90� the
whistler-mode wave propagates normal to the field line in
the so-called X-mode with moderate values of m. Another
interesting observation is that the precipitated fluxes due to
the Landau resonance that are typically associated with high
values of m and q do not dominate the overall number of
precipitated electrons as they do for the ls 35� case, again
helping to keep the average energies high.
[27] In Figures 2b and 2e a number of additional swaths

of precipitation are observed in the range 2 < L < 3 for t >
5 sec, which are not seen in the energy flux (Figures 2a
and 2d) or average energy (Figures 2c and 2f) because
their magnitude drops below the threshold value used in
these plots. These additional swaths result from the Lan-
dau resonance driven by frequency components that have
moved out sufficiently far in L-shell that their frequency
matches the equatorial fLHR, their refractive index surface
transitions from a closed shape to an open shape and the
k-vector tends to infinity causing the wave to become
quasi-electrostatic. The swaths are seen initially at the
lower L-shells because the higher wave frequency compo-
nents tend to settle at lower L-shells and become electro-
static faster than the lower frequency components, and are
observed only in the number flux because the primary
interaction which causes their precipitation is the Landau
(or longitudinal) resonance, which affects only the lower
energy electrons (1 keV). This lower energy population of
electrons is relatively more abundant but contains relative-
ly little energy, resulting in low values of precipitated

energy flux and average energy that falls below the
threshold used in plotting our figures.
[28] A final point to note about the ls = 25� case is that

average MR whistler wave intensities in the plasmasphere
tend to decrease with decreasing ls, again resulting in lower
overall precipitated energy and number fluxes. The low
intensities are due to enhanced ionospheric absorption of the
whistler near the equator, as it propagates through the
ionosphere from the lightning source to the plasmasphere,
as well as increasingly inefficient coupling at low latitudes
[Thorne and Horne, 1994; Bortnik et al., 2003b] eventually
resulting in a low-latitude cutoff at ls 15� below which
whistlers do not escape from the ionosphere [Thorne and
Horne, 1994].

2.3. Ls = 35� Event

[29] The electron precipitation signature due to a light-
ning discharge at ls = 35� is shown in Figure 3. This
lightning source latitude is representative of midlatitude
sources and is considered to be the most favourable region
for producing MR whistler waves, since it is sufficiently far
from the equator to produce low transionospheric damping
rates [Helliwell, 1965, p. 71] and high coupling efficiency
of waves into the whistler mode [Thorne and Horne, 1994],
and yet close enough to the equator to maintain a high
lightning occurrence rate [Orville and Spencer, 1979]
resulting in maximum MR whistler power input into the
plasmasphere.
[30] We discussed the differential precipitation flux sig-

natures driven by the ls = 35� lightning discharge, as
observed at L = 2.3 and L = 3 in paper 1, section 3.1, and
note that in the global view of Figure 3 there is again a clear
tendency for counterstreaming fluxes to be more intense
than costreaming fluxes. For instance, the first precipitation
swath in Figure 3a is significantly more intense than the
corresponding first swath in Figure 3d, and the whistler
wave packet is moving from its injection region in the north,
towards the south. Similarly, the second precipitation swath
is more intense in the south than in the north, and the
whistler wave is moving from south towards the north (after
experiencing the first magnetospheric reflection in the
southern hemisphere). Third and subsequent precipitation
swaths exhibit similar behavior, although there is an in-
creasing degree of mixing among the different frequency
components of the wave, and the discrete swaths tend to
merge into a single broad band. This behavior is a result of
the disposition of the underlying whistler wave packet
which is compact and distinct at the start but progressively
undergoes more dispersion and mixing, scattering electrons
in pitch-angle in a more continuous fashion. The first of the
fine swaths in the beginning of the event was previously
modeled (only for the first counter-streaming gyroresonance
and only for the first equatorial traverse of the ray path)
[Lauben, 1999; Lauben et al., 2001] and experimentally
observed by means of the subionospheric VLF method
[Johnson et al., 1999].
[31] The precipitating electron number flux shown in

Figures 3b and 3e exhibits similar features to the energy
flux except for the fact that the depression in precipitated
fluxes at L ’ 3 due to the slot-region is more evident.
[32] The average energy of precipitating electrons shown

in Figures 3c and 3f indicates that typical average energies
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are in the tens to hundreds of keV. In general, the average
energy of precipitating electrons tends to decrease with
increasing ls, because the whistler wave packet is injected
into higher L-shells, where the normalized frequency (i.e.,
wave frequency divided by local electron gyrofrequency)
tends to be higher, resulting in lower resonant electron
energies. In contrast to Figure 2, not all wave components
remain below the LHR frequency, and thus develop higher
values of m which again result in lower resonant energies.

2.4. Ls = 45� Event

[33] The ls = 45� event shown in Figure 4 shows many of
the same characteristics as Figures 2 and 3, except for the
large maximum in number flux in panel (b) occurring in the
range 2 < L < 3 and over the interval 2 < t < 4 sec. This
signature only appears in the northern hemisphere panel,
is seemingly connected to the first precipitation pulse, and
does not look like the typical rising swaths seen in
Figures 2b and 2e and Figures 3b and 3e.
[34] In fact, this feature is caused by the Landau reso-

nance, since most of the higher wave frequencies ( f 4 kHz)
are injected at L-shells that are higher than their settling
L-shell [e.g., see Bortnik et al., 2003a, Figure 1]; as a
result the waves become very electrostatic as early as the
second hop, and are Landau damped very quickly. As
they are Landau damped by the suprathermal population,
they also scatter the resonant electrons (of 1 keV energies)
into the loss cone resulting in large number fluxes in the
northern hemisphere coincident with the second (north-
ward traveling) hop. The precipitation region seems to be
moving to lower L-shells with time because the higher
frequency components move closer to the Earth on their
second hop in drifting toward their settling L-shell. Also
visible is a relatively sharp cutoff near L = 3 which is
caused by the slot-region.

2.5. Ls = 55� Event

[35] We note that the precipitation signature in Figure 5
exhibits a similar precipitation maximum in number density
(Figure 5b) to Figure 4b, similarly driven by high wave
frequency components injected into high L-shells which
drift down to their settling L-shell and become very
electrostatic in the process. Because the majority of the
wave frequencies are now above the equatorial LHR and
drift to lower L-shells, there is only a small portion of the
extra low frequency (ELF) waves which are left to drift to
higher L-shells and thus the long timescale precipitation
band appears to be narrower and weaker than those in
Figures 2–4.
[36] In addition, there are some ‘non-smooth’ features at t
11 sec, L > 4.8 which are irregular and which do not follow
the typical ‘rising-swath’ pattern seen in the previous
figures. These irregular features are caused by plasmapause
echoes [Bortnik et al., 2003b], i.e., reflections of upgoing
whistler wave energy by the plasmapause, causing the
whistler to be reflected back into the plasmasphere. The
plasmapause reflections can result in either smooth f � t
whistler echoes if all the wave energy is reflected specularly,
or in echoes that are not smooth and discrete in f � t and
that contain some randomness in them. The latter type of
plasmapause echoes are due to the fact that the waves have
strayed beyond the plasmapause and have come back in

again, because of the guiding effect of electron density
gradients, and are consistent with the irregular features
apparent in both energy and number flux in Figures 5a
and 5d.
[37] A final point to note is that for this high latitude

injection case, the lightning discharge location and precip-
itation region tend to overlap, and there is no latitudinal
separation as in lower latitude lightning locations (see
Table 1). We point out this feature especially because in
a previous observation [Clilverd et al., 2002] the precip-
itation signature was very consistent with oblique whistler
scattering, except that the authors did not observe a
latitudinal separation between the lightning source and
precipitation region leading them to suggest that the
causative whistler was quasi-ducted. In fact, as we will
show presently, high latitude lightning discharges can
result in coincident discharge and precipitation regions.

3. Precipitation Hot Spot in Geographic
Coordinates

[38] The global view of precipitated energy flux shown in
panels (a) and (d) of Figures 2–5 provides sufficient
information for us to calculate the geographic region of
the Earth affected by the MR whistler driven electron
precipitation for a given lightning strike. Such information
is useful in comparing with subionospheric VLF signal
perturbations due to D-region disturbances caused by elec-
tron precipitation as was done in previous work [Carpenter
and LaBelle, 1982; Carpenter et al., 1984; Inan et al., 1985,
1988; Inan and Carpenter, 1986; Lev-Tov and Inan, 1996;
Johnson et al., 1999; Clilverd et al., 2002].
[39] In this section we focus on the ls = 35� case shown

in Figures 3a and 3d, since this lightning source latitude is
expected to produce the most intense MR whistlers (see
section 2.3). We plot the temporal evolution of the precip-
itated energy flux as a two-dimensional geographic hot spot
projected onto the Earth’s surface.
[40] At every instant in time the information given in

Figures 3a and 3d provides a one-dimensional plot of
energy flux versus L-shell. We transform the dependence
of this plot from L-shell to geomagnetic latitude lmag

through the relation cos2(lmag) = (RE + hiono)/LRE where
RE and hiono are the Earth’s radius (6370 km) and iono-
spheric deposition altitude (�100 km), respectively. To
obtain a two-dimensional patch, we follow the technique
used by past workers [Lauben et al., 2001] and extrapolate
the energy flux versus latitude curve in geomagnetic longi-
tude. As was shown by Ibid, the pitch angle change of
individual test-particles (and hence precipitated flux) is
proportional to the radiated electric field strength of the
lightning discharge, and hence we obtain a scaling function
by evaluating the square root of the ratio of the wave power
at a range of longitudes along the bottomside ionosphere
(see equation (1) in Bortnik et al. [2003b]) with respect to
its nominal value at the source lightning longitude,
expressed as:

s fmag

� �
¼

Rl0 sin k fmag

� �� �

Rl fmag

� �
sin k0

ð1Þ

where the subscript ‘0’ denotes longitude of the causative
discharge, fmag is the extrapolated longitude, and k and Rl
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are the angle and distance of the observation point along the
bottomside ionosphere (i.e., the illumination region of the
lightning discharge) relative to the location of the lightning
discharge.
[41] The procedure described above is illustrated graph-

ically in Figure 6 showing a perspective view of an energy
flux versus time curve extrapolated in longitude by applying
the scaling function described by (1). This curve represents
the energy flux deposited in the northern ionosphere at L = 3
due to a lightning discharge at a geomagnetic latitude of 35�
and is similar to the curve shown in paper 1, Figure 15c
(blue curve, i.e., E > 0 keV).
[42] A few comments are in order regarding the above

procedure: First, as was noted by Bortnik et al. [2003b], in
order to avoid the ideal vertical dipole radiation pattern null
we compute the wave power as a function of latitude in a
magnetic meridian that is displaced by 0.7� from that of the
causative lightning. We use the same technique in the above
procedure where we evaluate (1) for a range of longitudes at
a latitude that is similarly displaced by 0.7� from that of the
causative flash, resulting in power levels similar to those
one would have at the precise latitude of the lightning, but
once again avoiding the idealized radiation pattern null that
would in reality undoubtedly be washed out due to natural
ionospheric inhomogeneities.
[43] Second, latitudinal horizontal gradients in the iono-

spheric electron number density are neglected entirely by
assuming that the electron density profile varies only as a
function of altitude, thereby allowing us to use wave normal
vectors which are initially locally vertical and to assume
azimuthal symmetry. It is straightforward to include latitu-
dinally varying horizontal density gradients as was done in
Bortnik et al. [2002a], but this would need to be performed
on a case by case basis, and here we have chosen to treat the
more basic situation.
[44] Finally, the horizontally stratified assumption is

quite reasonable in the night-time sector, but there are
significant longitudinal gradients near the day and night
terminators that could in general distort the location and
shape of the precipitation region. However, proper inclu-
sion of longitudinal density gradients would involve use
of a three-dimensional ray tracing program, which is
beyond the scope of the present work. While such pro-
grams do exist and have been used [Green et al., 2002;
Starks, 2002] their use in our analysis is computationally
prohibitive in view of the fact that many thousands of rays

need to be run to properly construct the wave property
tables.
[45] Having obtained the precipitated energy flux as a

function of geomagnetic latitude and longitude (at a given
time), we are left with the task of mapping this precipi-
tated flux patch into geographic coordinates. To do this,
we once again follow the previous work of Lauben [1999]
and use a tilted and centered dipole approximation to map
every geomagnetic latitude-longitude pair into their
corresponding geographic latitude-longitude pair using
the standard spherical transform methods described by,
e.g., Goldstein et al. [2002, p. 153] and the centered dipole
model North pole coordinates (79.13�, 288.84�) represent-
ing latitude and longitude, respectively. These values are
typical of DGRF/IGRF parameters [Macmillan et al.,
2003] in the period 1990–2000.
[46] The results of the operations described above are

displayed in Figure 7 where we show the precipitation patch
at t = 0.4 sec after the time of the causative lightning
discharge located at 35� geomagnetic latitude. The geomag-
netic longitude was chosen such that the transformed
coordinates of the lightning discharge are (24.3�, �80.1�),
placing the precipitation patch in the north-eastern United
States, convenient for observation by the subionospheric
VLF measurements regularly conducted by Stanford over
these regions [see Johnson et al., 1999, and references
therein], and off the western coast of the Antarctic peninsula
where the precipitation is also regularly measured in the
same manner [Carpenter et al., 1984; Burgess and Inan,
1993; Clilverd et al., 2002]. Figure 7a shows the entire
globe with topographic data displayed with the ‘topo’ color
scale (not shown) for reference, and the precipitation energy
flux displayed with the linear color scale given to the right
of the figure.
[47] This view in Figure 7 illustrates the large latitudinal

separation between the lightning discharge and resultant
precipitation patch (as noted previously by Lauben et al.
[2001]) of �15� as well as illustrating the disposition of the
precipitation patch on a global scale. The distribution of
the whistler wave power density in the magnetosphere at
t = 0.4 sec is shown in Figure 7b (normalized color scale
shown below) where the power density of the 5330 sample
rays is shown (f = 0.2–60 kHz), as determined by the
initial latitude-dependent power density at the ionosphere
and path integrated Landau damping. The wave power is
concentrated in the center of the wave packet slightly

Figure 6. Illustration of longitude extrapolation technique showing curves of precipitated energy flux
vs. time (blue) at different longitudes away from the lightning source location, multiplied by the scaling
function (red).
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below L = 2.5, and the temporal dispersion of the wave
packet is also evident. The time of the snapshot is
indicated in the semicircle representing the Earth.
[48] The global spatial display of the precipitation flux

given in Figure 7a is useful in its illustrative capacity but is
cumbersome for a detailed examination of the temporal
evolution of the precipitation patch. For this purpose we
show in Figures 7c and 7d the expanded regions of the
northern and southern hemisphere precipitation locations
with the precipitated energy flux itself displayed on the
logarithmic scale shown below the panels. For reference,
the footprints of four L-shells (L = 2–5) are superimposed
on the maps, and we see that the ‘hot spot’ occurs slightly

below L = 2.5, commensurate with the distribution of the
wave structure in the magnetosphere at the time (Figure 7b).
[49] Using the format of Figures 7b–7d, we now present

the ls = 35� event of Figure 3 as a sequence of time
snapshots shown in Figure 8. We sample the time sequence
at 0.1 sec initially and gradually increase the sampling
period as the interaction becomes more diffuse. We end
the snapshot sequence at t = 3.2 sec since there are no new
features to be observed in the signature after this time, so it
considered sufficient for purposes of illustration. For the
results shown in Figure 8 the trapped flux of energetic
electrons was derived from the AE8 model [Vette, 1991]
with an assumed sinusoidal loss-cone distribution.

Figure 7. Precipitation hot spot at t = 0.4 sec after the lightning discharge at lmag = 35�;
(a) Precipitation data plotted on world topography, lightning source shown as yellow cross at (24.3�,
�80.1�); (b) whistler wave power distribution at t = 0.4 sec with relative color scale; (c) expanded
northern; and (d) southern hemisphere maps showing a log color scale and L-shells 2–5.
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[50] While many of the characteristics of the precipitated
energy flux signature have been discussed in connection
with Figure 3, there are nevertheless several important
features to note concerning Figure 8. The first point to
note is the fact that the approximate size of the affected
ionospheric region is in agreement with past calculations
[Lauben et al., 2001] and observations [Johnson et al.,

1999; Clilverd et al., 2002], with the lateral extent of the
patch being a few hundred km’s (for energy fluxes greater
than �10�3 ergs-cm�2sec�1) during the first equatorial
traverse of the wave. As observed above, the precipitation
in the northern hemisphere is significantly more intense
during the first hop than in the southern hemisphere,
leading to precipitation patch sizes that are larger in size

Figure 8. Time sequence of MR whistler wave power distribution in the magnetosphere (left column)
and resultant precipitated energy flux patch, shown for the first 3 sec of the event. The data are
extrapolated from that of Figures 3a and 3d.
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than the southern hemisphere. In keeping with this point,
we note that the east-west extent of patch sizes in the
southern hemisphere may appear larger in our figure than
they actually are due to the cylindrical projection of the
map. We have plotted in the t = 0.1 sec panel the lateral
extent occupied by 1000 km at latitudes 35� and �60�,
corresponding to longitude ranges of 11� and 18�, respec-
tively. The north-south extents remain even since latitudi-
nal lines (parallels) do not converge at the poles.

[51] The second point to note is that in panels such as
those corresponding to 2 < t < 3.2 sec, more than one hot
spot appears. There are two contributing factors leading to
this phenomenon: the first is the slot region occurring at
L ’ 2.8, resulting in a spatial minimum of the precipitated
energy flux so that even if wave power were constant in
L-shell, there would still be a minimum in precipitated
fluxes. The second factor is due to the periodic reflections
of the whistler wave energy packet, combined with the

Figure 8. (continued)
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fact that the most efficient wave-particle interactions occur
near the geomagnetic equator. As the wave packet reflects,
it gradually moves to higher L-shells, frequently resulting
in a spatial gap in the precipitated flux due to the
separation between two simultaneous equatorial traverses.
[52] A few final features to mention are the ability of a

single lightning discharge to effectively fill the entire
plasmasphere (within a limited longitudinal sector, e.g.,
30� [Draganov et al., 1993]) with whistler mode energy

as seen in the left column of Figure 8 at later times, as well
as the poleward motion of the precipitation patch in both
hemispheres on both short (�0.1 sec) and long (�10 sec)
timescales. In fact, the timescale of the poleward motion of
the affected ionospheric region may be the most critical
determinant in separating precipitation due to MR whistler
waves (as presented in this work) from other types of
precipitation driven by oblique waves which do not neces-
sarily magnetospherically reflect, for instance precipitation

Figure 8. (continued)
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driven by the first nonducted hop of the lightning-generated
whistler wave [Johnson et al., 1999; Lauben et al., 2001] or
VLF transmitter signals in the 10–30 kHz range.

4. Longitude Integrated Fluxes

[53] The total energy or number of electrons precipitated
at any given L-shell in an event such as the one shown in
Figure 8 is calculated by integrating the corresponding
energy and/or number flux with respect to time and longi-
tude. The resulting quantity is shown in Figure 9 where we
display the total precipitated energy (in Joules/L) and
number of electrons (in electrons/L) as a function of L-shell
in the left and right columns, respectively. We plot results
corresponding to causative lightning discharges at ls = 25�,
ls = 35�, ls = 45�, and ls = 55� in blue, red, green and
magenta, respectively, showing both northern (top row) and
southern (bottom row) hemisphere precipitation.
[54] Immediately evident is the effect of the slot-region

upon the precipitated electron energy and number, as a
depression in the fluxes slightly below L = 3. We thus
expect that for a typical radiation belt electron distribution
there would be a noticeable decrease in precipitated fluxes
near the geographic location of the L ’ 3 shell, which
occurs for our present example in the north-eastern United
States slightly south of the great lakes region and in the
southern hemisphere near the Antarctic peninsula.

[55] It should be noted that time and longitude-integrated
precipitation signatures such as those shown in Figure 9 are
ideally observed by satellites which can observe energetic
electrons in the drift-loss-cone as discussed by Blake et al.
[2001]. In such cases, lightning-generated MR whistlers
scatter energetic particles into the drift-loss-cone at longi-
tudes east of the South Atlantic anomaly where these
particles accumulate and remain in the drift-loss-cone until
they are precipitated at the South Atlantic anomaly.
[56] The effect of the first hop is evident in the signatures

of Figure 9 as an asymmetry between the northern and
southern hemispheres at low L-shells. It is clear that the
precipitation in both energy and number of electrons is
always greater in the northern hemisphere than in the
southern hemisphere (lightning discharges are always
assumed to be in the northern hemisphere) due to the
highly efficient m = 1 counterstreaming gyroresonant inter-
action which has been discussed in paper 1, section 3.2. The
dependence on injection latitude is also evident showing
that the precipitation signature becomes progressively more
asymmetric between the north and south hemispheres as ls
is increased. This is because the whistler waves travel over
longer field lines, the wave normals become very oblique
and rays tend to migrate to lower L-shells becoming
electrostatic and experiencing more severe Landau damping
on the first hop, causing second and subsequent hops to
precipitate far fewer electrons.

Figure 9. Longitudinally integrated flux of particles shown as a function of L-shell for lightning
discharges at ls = 25�, 35�, 45�, and 55� in blue, red, green, and magenta, respectively. Precipitated
energy flux in the (a) northern and (b) southern hemispheres, and precipitated electron number flux in the
(c) northern and (d) southern hemispheres, respectively.
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[57] From Figures 9a and 9b, we see that the average
location of the precipitation in L-shell generally increases
with increasing injection latitude, but that the peak flux does
not monotonically increase with ls. As in our qualitative
description of the expected precipitation intensities in con-
nection with Figures 2–5, we once again observe that the
energies of electrons precipitated by discharges located at
midlatitudes (ls = 35� and 45�) are greater than those at
either low (ls = 25�) or high (ls = 55�) latitudes.
[58] It is interesting at this stage to compare the results of

Figure 9a to similar results shown in Figure 8c of Bortnik et
al. [2002a] (referred to as SAMPEX henceforth). The
SAMPEX results were calculated using raytracing as in
the present case (but without interpolation or Landau damp-
ing), but the precipitated flux was assumed to be essentially
proportional to the total wave magnetic field intensity, and
at the resonant energy of the interacting particle. In that
case, there was no integration of the equations of motion
[e.g., paper 1, equation (3)], and the precipitation flux was
essentially a crude indictor of the distribution of MR
whistler wave power [Bortnik et al., 2002a]. We have
plotted the SAMPEX precipitated flux versus L-shell as a
black dashed line labeled ‘SAMPEX’ in Figure 9a for
comparison. While the SAMPEX calculation did not ac-
count for the reduction of trapped flux near the slot region
(being based on a very simple energy dependence for the
trapped flux assumed constant with L) and was based on a
plasmapause located at L = 3.8 instead of L = 5.5 as we do
in the current example (causing the wave energy, and hence
precipitation, to be confined within L ’ 3.8), it nevertheless
captures remarkably well the spatial region where the bulk
of the precipitation is expected to occur, as well as the
relative magnitudes of the precipitated flux. The current
analysis thus serves as a valuable confirmation of the initial
results presented by Bortnik et al. [2002a].
[59] We integrate the results shown in Figure 9 with

respect to L-shell and present the results of total precipitated
energy and number of electrons in Table 2. As mentioned
above, we observe the dominance of lightning injection at
ls = 35� in the precipitation of energy, but surprisingly it is
actually the ls = 45� case that dominates the precipitated
number of electrons, primarily due to the intense precipita-
tion driven by the Landau resonance visible in Figure 4, at
2 < L < 3 and 2 < t < 4 sec. The bulk of these electrons
are suprathermal (E 10 keV) and do not contribute
significantly to precipitated energy flux.

5. Comparison With Related Work and
Discussion

[60] Previous theoretical estimates of the total energy and
number of electrons precipitated by an oblique whistler on

its first hop were made by Lauben et al. [2001] giving
values of �1 MJ and �1020 electrons, respectively, for
midlatitude lightning source locations. These estimates were
calculated using the full nonlinear wave-particle interaction
equations [Bell, 1984], with similar wave power as our
lightning discharges. The fact that both precipitated energy
and total number of precipitated electrons are a factor of a
few thousand larger than our estimate can be understood as
follows: first, the trapped flux model used by Lauben et al.
[2001] was derived from the OGO 3 measurements of
Schield and Frank [1970], and extrapolated to higher
energies using simple assumptions, giving values which
are typically higher than those of the AE8 model (paper 1,
Figure 11). Second, the Lauben et al. [2001] trapped flux
model does not take into account the decreased electron
fluxes in the slot region. Instead the Lauben et al. model
assumes a uniform particle distribution throughout the entire
inner magnetosphere, which adds a significant amount of
particles compared to the AE8 model used in the present
work which includes the slot region, especially since MR
whistler wave energy peaks in the slot region [Bortnik et al.,
2003a]. Third, Lauben et al. [2001] assumes a sharp, step-
like pitch-angle distribution as opposed to a more typical
‘sinusoidal’ distribution (blue curve of above figure) used in
the present work. In view of the strong dependence of
precipitation flux [Inan et al., 1982, 1989] on the shape of
the pitch-angle distribution near the loss cone, the difference
in precipitated flux for a sharp vs. a sinusoidal pitch-angle
distribution can be a factor of �100, even if the total
equatorial fluxes are kept constant for the two distributions.
[61] Although the resultant total energy flux of electrons

precipitated by an oblique whistler was estimated by
Lauben et al. [2001] to be much higher than our estimates,
it is important to note that these differences are only due to
the use of a different model for the ambient particle fluxes
and not to the efficiency of the wave-induced pitch-angle
scattering. In fact, when we use the same input parameters
in our model as those used by Lauben et al. [2001] we find
nearly identical precipitation levels. This agreement is
interesting especially in view of the fact that Lauben et al.
used a full test-particle model (following the trajectories of
every affected electron) while we use the 1-degree binned
calculation which assumes incoherence between successive
latitude bins. In effect, the agreement of our results with that
of Lauben et al., further validates the approach we were
forced to take here, in order to ensure that the calculations
are doable within available computational resources.
[62] Aside from the more intense flux distribution, ne-

glect of the slot region, and the assumption of a step-like
pitch-angle distribution, Lauben et al. [2001] also do not
take into account the effects of Landau damping upon the
wave, which decrease the wave power of the oblique
whistler during its first hop (albeit only a few percent for
the 0+ and 1� portions of the wave), resulting in lower
precipitation as is the case in the present work. Although we
consider multiple magnetospheric reflections of the whistler
wave, as shown in Figure 9 the precipitation driven by this
portion of the trajectory of the wave packet is typically
dominated by the precipitation driven by the first hop.
Consideration of multiple harmonic resonances is also
insufficient to produce a significant increase in total precip-
itation flux (although at the higher particle energies, it is the

Table 2. Total Precipitated Energy and Electron Number Due to

Lightning Sources at ls = 25�, ls = 35�, ls = 45�, and ls = 55�

ls

Q, joules N, electrons

North South North South

25 37 26 94 
 1013 66 
 1013

35 590 280 3.0 
 1016 .97 
 1016

45 250 170 11 
 1016 1.3 
 1016

55 68 60 6.8 
 1016 0.7 
 1016
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high order resonances that are responsible for the dominant
scattering). In determining the lifetimes of energetic elec-
trons however, one needs to include the pitch angle scat-
tering due to both the multiple harmonic resonances and the
extended interaction time due to multiple magnetospheric
reflections of the waves.
[63] The model predictions of Lauben et al. [2001] were

experimentally tested by Johnson et al. [1999] by using
subionospheric VLF signal perturbations at multiple sites.
The experimental results showed excellent agreement with
model predictions in the timing of the poleward motion of
the perturbed ionospheric patch (i.e., onset delays), as well
as the spatial separation of the causative lightning discharge
and affected ionospheric region. Although the latitudinal
region of maximal precipitation could be inferred from the
experiment and again agreed very well with predictions, the
absolute precipitated flux values could not be measured
with the subionospheric VLF method so we cannot test our
predictions and those of Lauben et al. However, since the
Lauben et al. model and our model agree agree very well
when we use similar initial conditions, and for our final
calculations we have used more realistic trapped flux
distributions and pitch-angle distributions, we believe that
our results should give the more realistic absolute precipi-
tated flux values.
[64] A similar observation by Clilverd et al. [2002] found

that lightning driven precipitation patches in the ionosphere
had a typical extent of �1500 km in the east-west direction
and �600 km in the north-south direction, consistent with
our and Lauben’s predictions (e.g., see Figure 8a). The
above study also reports that the equatorward edge of
the precipitation patch was at �60� latitude, close to the
conjugate location of the lightning stroke which led the
authors to suspect the quasi-ducted mechanism as being
responsible. However, as shown in Figure 5 for high latitude
lightning strokes, the displacement between the precipitation
patch and lightning location (or its conjugate) is very small.
The fact that there was no whistler observed, also confirms
the non-ducted whistler mechanism. It has also been esti-
mated that the average energy fluxes deposited into the
atmosphere were expected to be �10�3ergs/cm2 – sec
[Voss et al., 1998; Rodger et al., 2003] which agrees very
well with our predictions (e.g., Figure 3).
[65] The first observations of what is believed to be

precipitation driven by MR whistlers has been reported in
a separate paper (Inan et al., submitted manuscript, 2005),
and compared directly against our predictions with excellent
agreement. The above authors used the subionospheric VLF
method, similar to Johnson et al. [1999], and showed an
onset delay and onset duration of several seconds, as well as
displacement of several degrees from the causative lightning
stroke, which correspond very well to our predictions. We
note however, that out of a 4 month period of data analyzed,
only one event could be conclusively identified as a MR
whistler precipitation signature associated with a very
intense lightning stroke. This indicates again that precipita-
tion from more typical lightning strokes is quite weak and
likely buried in the noise in the majority of cases. Unfor-
tunately, comparison of absolute precipitated fluxes could
not be performed at this time, as this would require an
additional step of modeling the secondary ionization and
decay in the ionosphere due to our predicated precipitation

fluxes, and the effect on the subionospheric VLF paths.
Such modeling will be the focus of future work.
[66] Before concluding the discussion, a brief mention

should be made of possible sources of error. Wherever
possible we have tried to use typical values in our simu-
lations, but in some cases those values can be highly
variable and alter the results of our calculations. We list
the more significant sources of error below.
[67] 1. Lightning discharge intensity and geometry: we

modeled the lightning discharge as a short, vertical, double-
exponential current, with a return stroke of �8.5 kA
[Lauben et al., 2001]. While these values are typical,
lightning return strokes frequently exceed 200 kA [Lyons
et al., 1998], and are not strictly vertical, but have a
complex geometry. While the precipitated flux can be
simply scaled with lightning amplitude [e.g., Lauben,
1999], the effect of lightning channel geometry upon
precipitation is not straightforward to estimate. The analysis
method presented in this paper would still be valid, but the
relative power which we assign each of the rays injected at
the topside of the ionosphere at the initiation of the event
would reflect a different radiation pattern of the causative
lightning stroke.
[68] 2. Ionospheric variability and horizontal gradients:

we assumed a horizontally stratified ionosphere and typical
collision profile (transionospheric damping coefficients
from Helliwell [1965, p. 71]), but in fact the ionosphere is
highly variable. The overall transionospheric attenuation of
whistler waves is only a few dB, but the collision frequency
profile can vary by up to an order of magnitude for the same
time and location [Aggarwal et al., 1979] causing more
severe wave attenuation and resultant weaker precipitation.
In addition, the ionosphere can sustain significant hori-
zontal density gradients near the equatorial anomaly and
near the day-night terminators, causing the bulk of the
whistler wave energy to be ‘‘steered’’ away from the
vertical direction [James, 1972; Bortnik et al., 2002a].
This steering will displace the location of the precipitation
hot spot from the location we have calculated, but previ-
ous studies have indicated that ray paths tend to become
collimated regardless of how they are injected within a
�30� longitudial slice, so we do not expect typical
displacements of the hot spot to be more than a few
degrees. The horizontal gradients may, however, provide
regions which focus wave energy onto the equatorial plane
[Bortnik et al., 2002a] resulting in the appearance of sharp
precipitation maxima at lower L-shells.
[69] 3. Plasmaspheric variability and suprathermal fluxes:

we assumed quiet conditions with the plasmapause located
at L � 5.5 [Carpenter and Anderson, 1992], and a standard
electron density profile Ibid and ionic composition [Inan
and Bell, 1977]. Electron density affects the propagation
characteristics of each ray path of the whistler wave through
the refractive index [e.g., Stix, 1992, p. 7], so that for a
typical electron density variation of �30% [Sheeley et al.,
2001], the phase speed of the whistler is only expected to
vary by 20%. Suprathermal fluxes can vary by approxi-
mately a factor of 10 [Bell et al., 2002] causing the whistler
lifetimes to either increase (due to lower fluxes) or decrease
(due to higher fluxes), and consequently the precipitation
signature duration would be altered commensurate with
whistler lifetimes. The plasmapause location is dependent
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on geomagnetic activity [e.g., Carpenter and Anderson,
1992], so that during more active conditions the plasma-
pause is located at lower L-shells, and the MR whistlers
and resultant precipitation is confined to lower L-shells
accordingly.
[70] 4. Radiation belt intensity and variability: the radia-

tion belt model we used was the NASA AE8 model [Vette,
1991] which is derived from decades of satellite observa-
tions. However, the radiation belts are extremely dynamic
and routinely change by a factor of 100 or more on time
scales of hours [Onsager et al., 2002; Green et al., 2004].
Thus, even if all the other parameters (listed above)
remained constant, the precipitated energy and number
fluxes could still vary by a factor of 100 simply due to
the variability in the fluxes of trapped radiation belt elec-
trons (and of course the distribution near the loss-cone). In
the absence of specific information about the radiation-belt
fluxes at the time of a given lightning strike, we elect to use
the average AE8 model which gives a reasonable estimate
of typical values.
[71] Other parameters which can affect our calculations

are additional wave damping or growth which would alter
the duration of the precipitation signature, electron density
structures in the plasmasphere which would guide and
redistribute the whistler wave energy [Bortnik et al.,
2003b], and differences in the field aligned distribution
of electrons relative to the diffusive equilibrium model
[Angerami and Thomas, 1964] which we use here. Since
the effect of these variables is more difficult to quantify,
we only mention them briefly here and defer a more
quantitative analysis to future work.

6. Summary and Conclusions

[72] In this paper we used a numerical model to calcu-
late (under equilibrium conditions) the energy and number
fluxes of precipitating energetic radiation-belt electrons
driven by MR whistler waves initiated by a single
cloud-ground lightning discharge. We then obtain precip-
itation signatures as a function of time and space resulting
from lightning discharge latitudes of ls = 25�, 35�, 45�,
and 55�.
[73] In our model, we first calculate the f � t spectra of

the MR whistler along a particular L-shell at 1� latitude
intervals using the ray tracing and interpolation algorithm
described by Bortnik et al. [2003b]. As described in paper 1,
we then make the assumption that the pitch-angle changes at
different latitude bins are uncorrelated, and compute the
pitch angle changes [Bell, 1984] at every latitude bin, due to
every f � t cell in each spectrogram, for multiple harmonic
resonance modes (including Landau resonance), and a band
of velocities centered on the resonant velocity. We then
compile E � t (Energy–time) tables at both the northern
and southern feet of the particular field line, and add the
variances of the electron scattering into the appropriate bins,
based upon the energy of the resonant particles and arrival
time at the ionosphere. The E � t tables are then convolved
with an L-dependent particle distribution function based
on the AE8 model [Vette, 1991]) and using a sinusoidal
pitch-angle distribution, to provide realistic predictions of
global scattering under equilibrium conditions due to MR
whistlers.

[74] We have generated and compared the ‘global’ pre-
cipitation signatures due to lightning discharges at ls = 25�,
ls = 35�, ls = 45�, and ls = 55�. Our major findings are as
follows:
[75] 1. For all ls, the precipitation region moves to higher

L-shells as a function of time, on short (0.1 sec, at the start
of the event) and long (10 sec) timescales.
[76] 2. There is structure within the large-scale precipita-

tion region on the order of �1 sec, reflecting the periodic
magnetospheric reflections of the underlying whistler wave.
[77] 3. The latitudinal separation between the location of

the causative lightning discharge and initial precipitation
swath decreases as a function of ls, from �10� to ��2� for
ls = 25� to ls = 55�, respectively.
[78] 4. There is a pronounced energy flux and number

flux precipitation minimum at L � 2.8 in all cases, reflect-
ing the depleted fluxes of trapped electrons near the slot
region.
[79] 5. The average energy of precipitated electrons tends

to decrease as a function of ls.
[80] 6. As ls increases, an additional precipitated flux

signature which is more incoherent and discontinuous,
begins to form at higher L-shells and later times, due to
MR whistler wave reflections from the plasmapause. At
lower L-shells, a pronounced maximum occurs in the
number flux of �1 keV electrons at L � 2–3 due to the
Landau resonance.
[81] 7. The geographic hot spot affected by the precipi-

tation can split into two separate regions per hemisphere,
and occur simultaneously in both hemispheres so that up to
four distinct precipitation hot spots can occur on the Earth at
any instant, driven by a single lightning discharge.
[82] 8. The total precipitated energy flux is maximized for

midlatitude lightning strikes (ls � 35�), while total number
flux is maximized for (ls � 45�).
[83] 9. The total precipitated flux is not symmetrical

between the northern and southern hemispheres, being
always greater in the hemisphere within which the lightning
occurred. This is due to the dominance of the first hop of the
MR whistler. The precipitation asymmetry roughly
increases with ls.
[84] The results presented in this paper are believed to be

the first of their kind, allowing for a highly detailed
characterization of the temporal, spatial, and spectral sig-
natures of the precipitation of energetic electrons into the
loss cone, including the effects of a range of gyro-harmonic
resonance modes (m = �5 to 5), multiple magnetospheric
reflections, and wave power attenuation due to Landau
damping.
[85] While our results agree with previous work done on

the first hop of the oblique whistler [Lauben et al., 2001]
which has been tested experimentally [Johnson et al.,
1999], our predictions have also been recently compared
to what is believed to be the first experimental observation
of MR whistler induced precipitation (Inan et al., submitted
manuscript, 2005). The results show excellent agreement in
terms of the onset delay, duration of the event, and dis-
placement between causative lightning strike and precipita-
tion hot spot. Although direct comparison of absolute flux
levels is still required, the current observations serve as
invaluable confirmation for our calculations. Our analysis
method serves as an initial step to fully characterize the
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impact of lightning (and similar VLF radiating structures)
upon the energetic electrons in the Earth’s radiation belts.
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